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Abstract: The high-pressure polyethylene process uses cyclone separators to separate ethylene gas,
polyethylene, and its oligomers. The oligomers larger than 10 microns that cannot be separated
must be filtered through a filter to prevent them from entering the compressor and affecting its
normal operation. When the separation efficiency of the cyclone separator is low, the filter must be
cleaned more frequently, which will reduce production efficiency. Research shows that improving the
separation efficiency of the separator is beneficial for the separation of small-particle oligomers and
reduces the frequency of filter cleaning. For this reason, Computational Fluid Dynamics simulations
were performed for 27 sets of cyclone separators to determine the effects of eight structural factors
(cylinder diameter, cylinder height, cone diameter, cone height, guide vane height, guide vane angle,
exhaust pipe extension length, and umbrella structure height) on separation efficiency and pressure
drop. The equations for separation efficiency and pressure drop using these eight factors and the
equations based on energy-efficiency parameters were determined. The optimization analysis showed
that separation efficiency can be improved by 98.7% under the premise that the pressure drop is only
increased by 8.2%. By applying the improved structure to the high-pressure polyethylene process,
separation efficiency is increased by 17.7%, which could effectively reduce the frequency of filter
cleaning for this process, and thereby greatly improve production efficiency.

Keywords: high-pressure polyethylene; cyclone separator; computational fluid dynamics; design of
experiment; separation efficiency; pressure drop

1. Introduction

In the production of high-pressure polyethylene, the main processes are divided into
ethylene compression, polymerization, separation, granulation, mixing and air delivery,
processing, packaging and palletizing, and other processes. The corresponding process
flow is shown in Figure 1. The conversion rate of ethylene is about 20%. After the ethylene
is compressed and polymerized, the polyethylene/ethylene needs to be separated. The
mixture enters the high-pressure and low-pressure separation systems, and the separated
polyethylene is made into products after granulation, mixing, air delivery, processing,
and packaging and palletizing. The ethylene obtained from the high-pressure separation
process is mixed and filtered with fresh ethylene and then enters the secondary compressor
of the compression system for recycling.

The process of the high-pressure separation system is shown in Figure 1. The polyethy-
lene/ethylene mixture from the reactor is first separated from the polyethylene product
via separator A, the oligomer enters the high-pressure primary separators B and C, and
then it enters the secondary separation coolers E1~4 and separators D1~4 in turn with
the ethylene. The separation process is divided into three stages. First, the mixture
enters separator A through the a at 29 MPa and 230 ◦C to separate the polyethylene
from the unreacted ethylene. By this means, 91 to 94% of the polyethylene can be sep-
arated. The separated polyethylene enters the low-pressure separation system through
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the n. The unseparated oligomers are entrained in the form of mist entrainment or a
homogeneous phase through b and c in series to the high-pressure primary separators
B and C, which separate the larger oligomers. Subsequently, the fine oligomers that
cannot be separated enter the coolers E1~4 and separators D1~4 in series in the order of
d→E1→e→D1→f→E2→g→D2→h→E3→i→D3→j→E4→k→D4 for cooling and separa-
tion, in which some homogeneous substances will change into two-phase states of gas
and liquid phases in the coolers when the temperature decreases, which will be separated
in the separators. The oligomers separated in separators B, C, and D1~4 are stored in the
discharge tank after o, p, q, r, s and t. The final oligomers that fail to be separated will
be filtered through l in the mixing filter F to remove oligomers of 10 microns and larger
to prevent larger oligomer particles from entering the secondary compressor and causing
damage. The filter needs to be cleaned regularly, and when the separation efficiency of
the separator is low, the frequency of filter cleaning increases, which is very inconvenient
for the ultra-high-pressure production device. For this reason, it is necessary to improve
the separation efficiency of the separation system. Research shows that droplets with a
large particle size are easy to separate in gas-liquid separation, while droplets with a small
particle size are difficult to separate [1–3]. Therefore, separators D1~4 are the key to the
separation of small-particle oligomers.
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The D1~4 separators each use cyclone separators, a kind of centrifugal separator, which
use the centrifugal force field generated by strong cyclones to achieve relative movement
of mixed materials with different densities to achieve the purpose of gas-liquid separation.
This system is advantageous due to its compact structure, low volume capacity, low cost,
and ability to cope with high temperature and high pressure [4–6].

The cyclone separator has no moving parts and its overall form is simple, but the
internal flow field is very complex, and the dimensions between the various structures
are very closely matched and mutually constrained. In recent decades, a great deal of
experimental and theoretical research has been carried out in order to make cyclones
smaller and more compact in size, more efficient in separating materials, and more energy-
efficient [7–10]. However, it is very difficult to test the efficiency of a high-pressure cyclone
separator with a real cyclone separator model. Many scholars have struggled to derive a
suitable mathematical model to study and predict the flow behavior and to find a suitable
cyclone geometry. Therefore, due to the complexity of cyclone separators, no accurate
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mathematical model of the cyclone separator has been proposed yet. Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD), as an effective numerical method for calculating complex flow, has been
widely used in the study of cyclone separators [11]. In recent years, scholars have conducted
a large number of studies on various cyclonic separators using CFD [12–18]. In CFD, the
selection of the turbulence model is very important. For the calculation of swirling flow,
the existing turbulence models used are mainly the standard k-εmodel, RNG k-εmodel,
Reynolds Stress Model (RSM), and Large Eddy Simulation (LES)—and only the RSM and
LES can simulate the main characteristics of highly complex vortex flow in the swirling
flow field. Many scholars have studied which turbulence model is most suitable for cyclone
separators [14,19]. Among various turbulence models, RSM is the best model for predicting
airflow turbulence and simulating the flow pattern inside the cyclone separator [20–22]
because it ignores the assumption of isotropic flow. The results from this turbulence model
were in good agreement with the experimental data [23].

The main evaluation indices of cyclone separator performance are separation efficiency
and pressure drop [24]. Separation efficiency directly determines productivity and is the
first indicator used to evaluate performance; pressure drop is an indicator used to evaluate
the energy dissipation rate of the cyclone separator. When the pressure of the gas flowing
from the inlet to the outlet of the cyclone separator decreases, pressure drop occurs in the
cyclone separator. The reason for this pressure drop is that when the mixture hits or makes
contact with the guide vanes, walls, and other components of the cyclone separator, the
pressure decreases due to friction and resistance. The geometry of the cyclone separator
has a significant effect on its performance. Various scholars have studied the effect of
geometric parameters on the performance of cyclone separators [5,25,26]. The results show
that there are many secondary flows inside the cyclone separator, such as short-circuit flow,
circulating flow, and back-mixing flow at the bottom of the straight pipe section [27,28].
In CFD simulations, Elsayed, K. and Lacor, C. found that changing the extension length
of the exhaust pipe has a significant effect on the pressure drop and separation efficiency
of the cyclone separator [29]. Hamdy, O. and Shastri, R. et al. discovered that the cone
length and cone angle had a significant effect on the flow pattern inside the cyclone
separator [30,31]. Misiulia, D. and Zhou, F. et al. found that spiral guide vanes also have
a great influence on the velocity distribution, turbulence intensity, pressure drop, and
collection efficiency of cyclone separators [32,33]. In the research of many scholars [34,35],
new designs have been thoroughly studied by adjusting one parameter each time to
optimize the cyclone separator’s geometric parameters, keeping all other parameters
unchanged until the optimum working conditions are found. The industrial application
of cyclone separators generally requires the simultaneous consideration of several factors,
as well as the complexity of the flow field inside the cyclone separator and the interplay
between various structural factors. Therefore, it is necessary to establish the restriction
and coordination relationship between the structural dimensions in order to optimize
the cyclone separator. Ficici, F. and Ari, V. have used the Taguchi method to optimize
the preheater cyclone separator [36]. They optimized the swirl performance by changing
four parameters: diameter, vortex probe length, velocity inlet, and particle concentration.
Significant energy savings could be achieved through the modification of the preheater
cyclone separator design. Safikhani, H. obtained the pressure drop and medium particle
size of the cyclone separator via CFD calculation and then optimized the performance of
the cyclone separator using a multi-objective optimization method with an artificial neural
network to determine the objective function [37]. Sankar, P.S. and Prasad, K. used response
surface methodology to optimize various geometric parameters of the Stairmand cyclone
separator [38]. Mariani, F. et al. optimized the length and angle of the overflow pipe to
improve separation efficiency [39]. Venkatesh, S. analyzed the particle size and pressure
drop performance of the square cyclone separator by changing five important geometric
parameters via the CFD method [40]. Many studies on cyclones have been conducted by
Elsayed, K. and Lacor, S. [41–44], who performed a multi-objective optimization of cyclone
performance with the adjoint method, using an artificial neural network and genetic
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algorithms to analyze the pressure drop, separation efficiency, and cut-off diameter. The
results showed that the inlet velocity and various geometric dimensions have a significant
effect on the flow pattern, collection efficiency, pressure drop, and acoustic noise of axial
cyclones. The main body of a cyclone, the vortex finder diameter and its insertion length,
the height of the conical segment, the cone tip diameter, the dipleg length, the dustbin
height, and the dustbin diameter had significant effects on cyclone efficiency. Some experts
have also studied other types of cyclone separators. Yao, X. et al. designed a gas-liquid
cyclone separator with a simple structure, low pressure drop, and high separation efficiency
to achieve efficient long-term separation of gas and liquid droplets [45]. He found that the
vortex can be strengthened by changing the operating conditions and annular zone height,
but inlet velocity does not impact vortex strength. The screw pitch is not affected by either
inlet velocity or annular zone height. The total pressure drop is only weakly affected by
the annular zone height but is obviously affected by the inlet velocity. Baltrėnas, P. and
Chlebnikovas, A. designed a multi-channel cyclone separator to avoid the adhesion of
sticky and moist solid particles on the inner surfaces of the cyclone by improving three
structures (the secondary inlet, inner slit, and convex bottom) [46], which was effectively
used in heat production equipment in private households. Zhou, W. et al. studied the effect
of operating parameters such as inlet gas velocity and inlet liquid concentration on a gas-
liquid cyclone separator in WGS [47], developed a model to predict the pressure drop, and
also proposed an improved weighting method to calculate the droplet separation efficiency.

There are many studies on the optimization of cyclone separator geometries in the
existing literature [48–50], but they are all related to the traditional cyclone separator.
When using different fluid parameters and working spaces, the separator has different
separation conditions and application scopes. In the context of the production of high-
pressure polyethylene, the optimization of the high-pressure environment and high-density
ethylene gas has not yet been studied. In high-pressure polyethylene production, the
separation efficiency and pressure drop in the cyclone separator are important objective
functions to be optimized simultaneously. For this, CFD simulations were carried out for
separators D1~4 to solve the problem of small-particle droplets being difficult to separate,
to find the main structural factors that affect separation efficiency and pressure drop, and
to investigate the influence of the structural parameters of the cyclone separator on the
separation efficiency in combination with the relevant process conditions, which can also
reduce the frequency of cleaning required for the oligomer filter. In order to optimize
the results more comprehensively, a dual-objective optimization study of performance
parameters (separation efficiency and pressure drop) was carried out. The eight main
size parameters of cyclone separators, cylinder section diameter, cylinder section length,
cone section diameter, cone section height, guide vane height, guide vane angle, exhaust
pipe extension length, and umbrella structure height, were analyzed using the Taguchi
method. Fluent software was used to simulate the experimental combination model. The
optimal combination of cyclone separator structures for the high-pressure polyethylene
process, with respect to the eight dimensional parameters described, was determined based
on energy-efficiency parameters using the unified objective function method. This will
provide a feasible optimization method for the optimal design of cyclone separators. At the
same time, it will have important research value for cyclone separators in high-pressure
environments involving high-density gas phase media, and have important engineering
application value for cyclone separators in the high-pressure polyethylene process.

2. Numerical Simulation
2.1. Cyclone Geometry

In the high-pressure polyethylene process, the cyclone separators B, C, and D1~4 have
the same structural model. Their models are shown in Figure 2. The total height (H) of the
cyclone separator is 1750 mm and the inner diameter is 250 mm. The main size parameters
for the cyclone separator are listed in Table 1, which include the cylinder height (Hcy),
cylinder diameter (D), cone height (Hc), cone diameter (Dc), inlet diameter (d), exhaust
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pipe diameter (De), bottom flow pipe diameter (Db) and height (Hb), guide vane height (hv)
and angle (αv), exhaust pipe extension length (he), and umbrella structure angle (βum) and
height (hum). The inlet pipe, guide vane, cylinder, cone, exhaust pipe, underflow pipe and
umbrella structure are the main components of the cyclone separator.
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2.2. The Governing Equations

It is assumed that the gas flow inside the cyclone is an incompressible isothermal
flow. Therefore, according to the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations, the
continuity equation of the averaged flow is as follows [51]:

∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (1)

The time-averaged Navier–Stokes equation is as follows [51]:

∂

∂xj

(
ρuiuj

)
= − ∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

[
µ

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi
− 2

3
δij

∂uk
∂xk

)]
+

∂

∂xj

(
−ρu′ju

′
k

)
(2)

The last term is defined as the Reynolds stress tensor, which reflects the effect of
turbulence intensity in the fluid flow. In the RSM, the transport equation is written as
follows [48]:

∂

∂xk

(
ρuku′iu

′
j

)
= Dij + Pij + Φij + εij + S (3)

The expression on the left side of the equation represents the convective transport
term. The five terms on the right side of the equation are the diffusion term, yield term,
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pressure strain term, dissipation term, and source term. The final transport equation for
the RSM can be written as follows [51]:

∂
∂xk

(
ρuku′iu

′
j

)
= ∂

∂xk

[
µt
σk

(
∂

∂xk
u′iu
′
j

)]
− ρ
[
u′iu
′
k

∂uj
∂xk

+ u′ju
′
k

∂ui
∂xk

]
+p
(

∂u′i
∂xj

+
∂u′j
∂xi

)
− 2µ

∂u′i
∂xk

∂u′j
∂xk

(4)

The eddy viscosity, µt, was calculated using the following equation:

µt = ρCµ
k2

ε
(5)

where Cµ is 0.09.

2.3. Boundary Conditions

The inlet boundary condition was set as the inlet velocity. It is known that the volume
flow rate of the gas-liquid mixture from separator B was 7.5 kg/s, the inlet velocity was
9.053 m/s, the mass concentration of the oligomers was 0.0033%, and the hydraulic diameter
was 77 mm. The outlet boundary condition was set as the outlet pressure; the working
pressure was 25 MPa and the atmospheric pressure was the standard atmospheric pressure.
The inlet temperature was 200 ◦C. Since the fluid was gradually cooled, the density and
viscosity of the gas phase gradually changed as the temperature decreased, but the oligomer
was less affected, irrespective of changes in density and viscosity. In different cyclone
separators, the corresponding calculation boundary conditions changed. The specific
boundary conditions for each model are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Boundary conditions of the cyclone separator.

Models B C D1 D2 D3 D4

Inlet velocity (m/s) 9.05 9.05 7.32 6.86 6.52 6.37
Working temperature (°C) 200 200 110 80.0 55.0 45.0
Gaseous density (g/cm3) 0.178 0.178 0.220 0.235 0.247 0.253

Gaseous viscosity (cP) 0.0150 0.0150 0.0130 0.0130 0.0110 0.0110
Liquid density (g/cm3) 0.740 0.740 0.740 0.740 0.740 0.740

Liquid viscosity (cP) 290 290 290 290 290 290

Since the liquid phase only accounted for a very low volume fraction, the Euler–Lagrange
method, based on the discrete phase model (DPM), was used to solve the time-averaged
N–S equation with the fluid phase as the continuous phase and the liquid phase as the
discrete phase. The wall flow boundary adopted the no-slip solid wall condition, and the
standard wall function method was used to determine the flow near the solid wall [52].
This also assumed that there was no particle–particle interaction and that the flow field
was bidirectionally coupled between the particles and the flow field [51,53]. To consider
the effect of turbulent fluctuations on particles, the discrete random walk (DRW) model
was used [20]. The inlet injection source for the droplet phase was a surface injection
source with velocity consistent with that of the gas phase. Neglecting the aggregation
and fragmentation caused by the collision between droplets, the outlet of the exhaust
pipe was set as the escape condition, and the bottom outlet of the cyclone separator was
set as the trap condition. Using the Rosin–Rammler distribution for the dispersed liquid
phase, the inlet droplet size distribution from the filed feedback was used as the inlet
boundary condition for the dispersed droplets, and the inlet of separator B obeyed the
Rosin–Rammler droplet size distribution, as shown in Figure 3a. The inlet of separator D1
obeyed the Rosin–Rammler droplet size distribution, as shown in Figure 3b.
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Using the commercial CFD software Fluent, the variables on the surface of the control
body were interpolated using the second-order upwind format. The governing equations
were solved numerically using the finite volume method. For pressure-velocity coupling,
the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations Consistent (SIMPLEC) algorithm
was used. Due to the highly rotating flow in the cyclone separator, the pressures were
interpolated with the PREssure STaggered Option (PRESTO). In order to measure the flow
in the cyclone separator, the Quadratic Upstream Interpolation for Convective Kinetics
(QUICK) format of the momentum equation was used. The second-order upwind scheme
was used to discretize the Reynolds stress equation. When the residual dropped below
10−4, the calculation was considered to be convergent. In this study, all of the simulations
were performed using these discretization schemes.

Grid independence analysis is necessary in CFD simulation, which starts with a coarse
grid and gradually refines the grid until the variation observed in the results is less than
a predefined acceptable error. The cyclone separator results were calculated five times
using the Fluent meshing method with different mesh sizes. In order to ensure that the
continuously smaller grid size was used to enhance the results in the calculation, the grid
independence analysis was carried out. Each calculation was analyzed with different
grid sizes under the same boundary and operating conditions. The grid sizes ranged
from 583,461 (i.e., coarse grid) to 3,016,754 (i.e., fine grid). The total pressure drop and
tangential velocity distributions calculated at different grid sizes are shown in Figure 4.
It should be noted that the tangential velocity profiles given here were evaluated on the
plane y = 950 mm from the bottom of the cyclone separator. It can be seen from the figure
that the difference in pressure drop between the finest grids and the coarsest grids was less
than 3.1%. The 2,362,457 and 3,016,754 grids have a pressure drop difference of 0.2% and
the gas tangential velocity curves almost overlap, indicating that the simulation results
within the grid range are less affected by the grid. In summary, 2,362,457 polyhedral
meshes were chosen to reduce the computational effort in the simulation, as shown in
Figure 5. For the other cyclonic separators discussed using different structures, the same
CFD mesh generation method was also used to ensure acceptable computational time and
grid independence.
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2.4. Verification of Simulation

In order to verify the accuracy of the simulation calculation model, data were collected
from the production site and the oligomers collected by B/C and D1~4 were quantified in the
discharge tank. The quantitative data from the two production lines shown in Figure 1 were
compared with the simulation data to verify the accuracy of the simulation calculations.

When the discharge tank was filled, the on-site workers removed the oligomers, and
the mass of the oligomers was 200 L each time. The number of times the oligomers were
extracted from the two production lines in a particular year and quarter were recorded.
In that year, the two production lines needed to have the oligomers extracted 38 times
and 35 times, respectively, so the total volumes of oligomers separated by the cyclone
separators throughout the year at each production line were 7600 L and 7000 L; similarly,
the volumes of oligomers for a quarter were 2000 L and 1800 L. The six cyclone separators
were simulated using the calculated boundary conditions shown in Table 2.

The separation efficiency was defined as the ratio of the mass flow rate of the droplets
captured at the bottom flow port to the inlet mass flow rate from the Fluent post-processing results.

η =
∑ nk

πd3
k

6 ρo

∑ mk
(6)
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where nk is the number of k-sized particles captured per unit of time, mk is the mass flow
rate of k-sized oligomers in the feed, dk is the particle diameter, and ρo is the oligomer density.

Six cyclone separators in series with a mixed media flow rate of 7.5 kg/s and an
oligomer mass concentration of 0.0033% were calculated to obtain an oligomer mass flow
rate (Qm) of 2.48 × 10−4 kg/s for cyclone separator B, which was substituted into Fluent
for simulation. The oligomer mass flow rate not separated out by each cyclone separator
went to the next cyclone separator for separation. For cyclone separator B, according to the
particle size distribution in Figure 3a and using Equation (6), the exhaust port is directly
connected to the inlet of cyclone separator C through a short pipeline, so the mass flow
rate of the liquid phase at the inlet of cyclone separator C is the mass flow rate that was
not separated in cyclone separator B. The particle size distribution obtained using Fluent
post-processing can be used as the inlet boundary condition for cyclone separator C. The
exhaust port of cyclone separator C is connected to cyclone separator D after the pipeline
and cooler, and the calculation for cyclone separator D used the particle size distribution
shown in Figure 3b. The cooler between cyclone separators D1~4 has a long pipeline, so it
was difficult to judge the actual droplet size and distribution after collision and aggregation
in the pipeline. Therefore, it was necessary to assume that the droplet size distribution
between the cyclone separator and the next cyclone separator in this process returned to
the particle size distribution in this state. After processing by the six cyclone separators,
the mass flow rate of the remaining unseparated oligomers was 0.56 × 10−4 kg/s.

From the oligomer density (ρo), the oligomer volume flow rate was calculated using
the following equation:

QV =
Qm × 1000× 3600

ρo
= 1.204 L/h (7)

The simulated separation efficiency and the calculated oligomer content throughput
of the six separators are shown in Table 3. According to the actual operation of the cyclone
separator, it operated for an average of 2000 h in a quarter and 8000 h in a year. The
oligomer content generated in one quarter of operation of separator B is 2408 L. The
calculated oligomer content and separation volume of the other separators are shown in
Table 3.

Table 3. Separation conditions of the cyclone separator.

Device Number B C D1 D2 D3 D4

Separation efficiency (%) 36.73 28.24 23.28 14.11 13.49 12.87
Import mass flow rate (kg/s) 2.48 × 10−4 1.57 × 10−4 1.12 × 10−4 0.86 × 10−4 0.74 × 10−4 0.64 × 10−4

Separating mass flow rate (kg/s) 9.09 × 10−5 4.42 × 10−5 2.62 × 10−5 1.22 × 10−5 1.00 × 10−5 0.82 × 10−5

Separation volume flow (L/h) 0.44 0.22 0.13 0.06 0.05 0.04
One quarter’s worth of oligomer

content (L) 2408 1523.58 1093.35 838.82 720.44 623.23

One quarter’s worth of separation
volume (L) 884.42 430.23 254.53 118.38 97.21 80.2

The volume of oligomers that can be separated by all six separators in one quarter
is 1864.97 L, as calculated from Table 3, which is equivalent to 7459.88 L in one year. In
comparison, the volumes of oligomers separated in one quarter in the field were 1800 L and
2000 L with a maximum relative error of 7.24%, and the volumes of oligomers separated
in one year in the field were 7000 L and 7600 L with a maximum relative error of 6.57%.
Due to the uncertainty of the simulated results and the differences in the values of physical
parameters such as density, viscosity, particle size distribution, etc., the relative error
between the simulated results and the actual field results is generally acceptable, as it
falls within 10%. Therefore, the simulation results are considered verified by the field
data and can be considered for use in engineering applications. The numerical model
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established herein can thus well predict the gas–liquid separation behavior within and the
hydrodynamic characteristics of the cyclone separator.

3. Experimental Design

The experimental design for the function of the D1 separator in the high-pressure
polyethylene process was carried out using the boundary conditions of D1 as stated in
Table 2 and Figure 3b. Due to the interactions between the various structural factors of
the cyclone separator, its performance cannot be analyzed based on a single structure.
The size matching and restriction relationship between the various structures should be
considered comprehensively in order to design a better cyclone separator. The fastest and
most effective method for establishing the restriction and matching relationship is through
the experimental method, but for multiple factors, wherein each factor has a number of
levels, it is necessary to consider multiple test factors at the same time. If this full test
design was adopted, the workload would be unmanageable, so the experiment utilized
the Taguchi design method [54], which is often used to improve the quality of products
in manufacturing. This method is mainly used in the field of engineering design and
industrial engineering to achieve improvements in the performance of an existing system
by optimizing the design parameters [55]. The purpose of this experimental design is to
reduce and control the changes in process or design parameters to improve the system’s
performance characteristics. Through analysis of the experimental results, the significance
of the factors and the analysis of variance can be obtained. The influence of each parameter
on performance can be determined, the optimal combination can be calculated, and the
linear regression equation can be optimized.

In the high-pressure production environment, the size and shape of the structure will
be subject to many restrictions. The diameters of the inlet and outlet are affected by the
treatment capacity and are not considered to be design variables. Preliminary analysis
shows that the diameter of the umbrella structure has a small effect on the separation
effect and is also not used as a design variable. The variables selected for the design of
experiments (DOE) were cylinder diameter (D), cylinder height (Hcy), cone diameter (Dc),
cone height (Hc), guide vane height (hv), guide vane angle (αv), exhaust pipe extension
length (he), and umbrella structure height (hum). The above eight factors were studied at
three levels and an experimental design was carried out using a three-level orthogonal
table with eight structural parameters of L27(133). The three levels of the above factors are
listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Levels of the factors.

No. D (mm) Hcy (mm) Dc (mm) Hc (mm) hv (mm) αv (◦) he (mm) hum (mm)

1 220 641 100 202 45 15 91 58
2 250 741 150 242 60 30 111 68
3 280 841 200 282 75 45 131 78

An orthogonal table is a fractional factorial design used to form a design matrix for
multiple combinations of design factors, and the response values were predicted experimen-
tally or theoretically based on the different combinations of design factors. The orthogonal
table gave 27 combinations of design parameters, and based on these combinations, the
separation efficiency and pressure drop responses were calculated using Fluent. The sep-
aration efficiency is the ratio of the mass flow rate between the bottom flow port and
the inlet of the cyclone separator, as shown in Equation (6), and the pressure drop is the
static pressure difference between the inlet and exhaust ports. In this Taguchi design, the
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of separation efficiency and pressure drop were calculated.
The separation efficiency was optimized for both reactions by using the maxims of “larger
is better” and “smaller is better”, respectively. The SNRs for pressure drop and separation
efficiency were calculated according to these equations [55]:
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Larger is better:
S
N

= −10 log10
1

Y2
i

(8)

Smaller is better:
S
N

= −10 log10 Y2
i (9)

where Y is the response variable. Table 5 lists the pressure drop, separation efficiency, and
their respective SNRs for each simulated operation.

Table 5. L27 orthogonal array values of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and response parameters.

No. D
(mm)

Hcy
(mm)

Dc
(mm)

Hc
(mm)

hv
(mm)

αv
(◦)

he
(mm)

hum
(mm)

η
(%)

SNR
for η

∆P
(Pa)

SNR for
∆P σ

SNR
for σ

1 220 641 100 202 45 15 91 58 25.84 28.25 31,007 −89.83 0.83 −1.58
2 220 641 100 202 60 30 111 68 29.43 29.38 28,309 −89.04 1.04 0.34
3 220 641 100 202 75 45 131 78 33.34 30.46 25,808 −88.24 1.29 2.23
4 220 741 150 242 45 15 91 68 29.13 29.29 29,254 −89.32 1.00 −0.03
5 220 741 150 242 60 30 111 78 33.54 30.51 26,668 −88.52 1.26 2.00
6 220 741 150 242 75 45 131 58 31.53 29.97 22,749 −87.14 1.39 2.84
7 220 841 200 282 45 15 91 78 33.24 30.43 27,399 −88.75 1.21 1.68
8 220 841 200 282 60 30 111 58 31.73 30.03 23,407 −87.39 1.36 2.65
9 220 841 200 282 75 45 131 68 35.64 31.04 20,817 −86.37 1.71 4.68

10 250 641 150 282 45 30 131 58 29.53 29.41 30,653 −89.73 0.96 −0.32
11 250 641 150 282 60 45 91 68 26.84 28.58 24,404 −87.75 1.10 0.83
12 250 641 150 282 75 15 111 78 39.93 32.03 28,752 −89.17 1.39 2.86
13 250 741 200 202 45 30 131 68 29.14 29.29 25,893 −88.26 1.13 1.03
14 250 741 200 202 60 45 91 78 25.63 28.18 19,739 −85.91 1.30 2.27
15 250 741 200 202 75 15 111 58 34.44 30.74 22,421 −87.01 1.54 3.73
16 250 841 100 242 45 30 131 78 24.93 27.93 29,324 −89.34 0.85 −1.40
17 250 841 100 242 60 45 91 58 17.14 24.68 21,657 −86.71 0.79 −2.03
18 250 841 100 242 75 15 111 68 30.23 29.61 25,805 −88.23 1.17 1.38
19 280 641 200 242 45 45 111 58 22.44 27.02 23,556 −87.44 0.95 −0.42
20 280 641 200 242 60 15 131 68 35.53 31.01 27,903 −88.91 1.27 2.10
21 280 641 200 242 75 30 91 78 33.34 30.46 21,738 −86.74 1.53 3.72
22 280 741 100 282 45 45 111 68 18.23 25.22 27,180 −88.69 0.67 −3.46
23 280 741 100 282 60 15 131 78 32.14 30.14 31,496 −89.97 1.02 0.18
24 280 741 100 282 75 30 91 58 24.03 27.62 23,547 −87.44 1.02 0.18
25 280 841 150 202 45 45 111 78 17.84 25.03 22,422 −87.01 0.80 −1.98
26 280 841 150 202 60 15 131 58 25.83 28.24 25,157 −88.01 1.03 0.23
27 280 841 150 202 75 30 91 68 23.64 27.47 19,010 −85.58 1.24 1.90

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Analysis of the Control Factors

Based on the results in Table 5, further analysis was performed to analyze the effect of
each factor on the separation efficiency and pressure drop using Taguchi’s SNR response
table and to analyze the optimal combination of structural parameters. The results of
the simulations with different combinations of structural parameters at different levels
were calculated and analyzed, and the average SNR responses of separation efficiency and
pressure drop are shown in Table 6. The table shows the SNR ratio at each factor level
and the trend of each factor as it changes from level 1 to level 3. The greater the change,
the greater the influence of the factors. The degree of influence was different for the eight
structural parameters. For the evaluation index of separation efficiency, the influencing
factors are, in order of priority: guide vane angle (αv) > guide vane height (hv) > cone
diameter (Dc) > cylinder diameter (D) > exhaust pipe extension length (he) > cylinder
length (Hcy) > umbrella structure height (hum) > cone height (hc). For the evaluation index
of pressure drop, the degree of influence of structural parameters was: guide vane angle
(αv) > guide vane height (hv) > cone diameter (Dc) > cylinder length (Hcy) > exhaust pipe
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extension length (he) > cone height (hc) > cylinder diameter (D) > umbrella structure height
(hum). The optimal experimental parameters for the eight factors corresponding to the
two responses and the trend of the effect of each factor on the response values can be
determined from the SNR main effects plot in Figure 6. The horizontal axis of the plot
shows the values of each parameter at three different levels, and the vertical axis shows the
response values (average SNR). The optimal parameter levels for separation efficiency were
taken as 220 mm, 641 mm, 200 mm, 282 mm, 75 mm, 15◦, 131 mm, and 78 mm. The optimal
parameter levels for pressure drop were taken as 280 mm, 841 mm, 200 mm, 202 mm,
75 mm, 45◦, 91 mm, and 58 mm.

Table 6. The average SNR response table for separation efficiency and pressure drop.

Level D
(mm)

Hcy
(mm)

Dc
(mm)

Hc
(mm)

hv
(mm)

αv
(◦)

he
(mm)

hum
(mm)

Separation
efficiency

1 29.93 29.62 28.14 28.56 27.98 29.97 28.33 28.44
2 28.94 28.99 28.95 28.94 28.97 29.12 28.84 28.99
3 28.02 28.27 29.80 29.39 29.93 27.80 29.72 29.46

Delta 1.91 1.35 1.66 0.83 1.95 2.17 1.39 1.02
Rank 3 6 4 8 2 1 5 7

Pressure
drop

1 −88.29 −88.54 −88.61 −87.65 −88.71 −88.80 −87.56 −87.86
2 −88.01 −88.03 −88.03 −88.04 −88.02 −88.01 −88.06 −88.02
3 −87.75 −87.49 −87.42 −88.36 −87.33 −87.25 −88.44 −88.18

Delta 0.53 1.05 1.19 0.71 1.38 1.55 0.88 0.33
Rank 7 4 3 6 2 1 5 8
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4.2. Analysis of Variance

The significance of the developed response linear mathematical equations was verified
using analysis of variance (ANOVA). P-tests were performed based on the response results
and geometric factors. The sources of variation, degrees of freedom (DF), sum of squares
(SS), mean square (MS), F-value (F), and p-value (p) of the response results for different size
parameters are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for factors on SNR of separation efficiency and pressure drop.

Source DF SS MS F p

Separation
efficiency

D 2 16.3 8.17 100 2.43 × 10−7

Hcy 2 8.16 4.08 50.0 6.20 × 10−6

Dc 2 12.4 6.19 75.8 9.06 × 10−7

Hc 2 3.09 1.54 18.9 3.98 × 10−4

hv 2 17.1 8.54 104 1.97 × 10−7

αv 2 21.6 10.8 132 6.34 × 10−8

he 2 8.96 4.48 54.9 4.05 × 10−6

hum 2 4.72 2.36 28.9 6.94 × 10−5

Residual error 10 0.816 0.0820
Total 26 93.2

Pressure drop

D 2 1.28 0.640 59.1 2.89 × 10−6

Hcy 2 4.96 2.48 229 4.47 × 10−9

Dc 2 6.35 3.17 293 1.33 × 10−9

Hc 2 2.25 1.13 104 2.04 × 10−7

hv 2 8.62 4.31 398 2.94 × 10−10

αv 2 10.8 5.42 500 9.49 × 10−11

he 2 3.52 1.76 162 2.39 × 10−8

hum 2 0.485 0.242 22.4 2.04 × 10−4

Residual error 10 0.108 0.0110
Total 26 38.4

For ANOVA, if the p-value of any term is less than the confidence level, the term is
said to have a significant effect on the response, and the p-value was calculated at a 99%
confidence interval (significance level α = 0.01). The ANOVA results show that the eight
factors, cylinder diameter (D), cylinder length (Hcy), cone diameter (Dc), cone height (Hc),
guide vane height (hv), guide vane angle (αv), exhaust pipe extension length (he), and
umbrella structure height (hum), all had significant effects on separation efficiency (p < 0.01),
and all eight factors also had significant effects on pressure drop (p < 0.01), indicating that
the stability of the established model was at 95% of the confidence limit.

4.3. Regression Analysis

Regression analysis was performed using SPSS statistical tools. An important goal
of regression analysis is to create regression equations for optimization. In addition, the
quality of the established regression equation can be verified via regression analysis [55].
The regression analysis considered a total of eight independent variables, D, Hcy, Dc, Hc, hv,
αv, he, and hum, and two dependent variables, η and ∆P. In order to determine the regression
coefficients, the mean of each variable must be calculated. Then, the sum of squares of each
variable was predicted; the sum of squares is the square of the difference between each
variable and its overall mean. After, the multiplication cross of each independent variable
and the dependent variable was determined. Based on the secondary data resources
obtained from these calculations, the regression coefficients were predicted using the least
squares method. The regression equation for each dependent variable was derived from
this regression coefficient. Subsequently, the standard error (SE) was predicted from the
ratio of the standard deviation to the square root of the total sample. The T-value of each
variable was predicted from the ratio of the regression coefficient to the SE. The F-value
was calculated from the ratio of the mean squared deviation to the residuals of the ANOVA.
A p-value of less than 0.01 indicated a significant effect on the response value. Similarly,
for p-values greater than 0.01, the results for the response values were insignificant. The
regression analysis is reported in Table 8, where all eight factors were found to have a
significant effect on the separation efficiency and pressure drop.
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Table 8. Regression analysis for factors on separation efficiency and pressure drop.

Predictor Coef SE Coef T p

Separation
efficiency

Constant 20.6 9.89 × 10−1 20.8 4.90 × 10−14

D −9.33 × 10−2 2.02 × 10−3 −46.3 3.58 × 10−20

Hcy −2.00 × 10−2 6.05 × 10−4 −33.1 1.42 × 10−17

Dc 5.09 × 10−2 1.21 × 10−3 42.1 1.96 × 10−19

Hc 3.64 × 10−2 1.51 × 10−3 24.0 3.90 × 10−15

hv 0.207 4.03 × 10−3 51.3 5.80 × 10−21

αv −0.214 4.03 × 10−3 −53.0 3.21 × 10−21

he 0.108 3.02 × 10−3 35.6 3.81 × 10−18

hum 0.175 6.05 × 10−3 28.9 1.58 × 10−16

Pressure drop

Constant 4.43 × 104 302 146 3.83 × 10−29

D −24.8 0.616 −40.3 4.25 × 10−19

Hcy −15.1 0.185 −81.6 1.41 × 10−24

Dc −34.7 0.370 −94.0 1.11 × 10−25

Hc 24.8 0.462 53.8 2.47 × 10−21

hv −133 1.23 −108 8.59 × 10−27

αv −151 1.23 −123 8.99 × 10−28

he 61.2 0.924 66.3 5.85 × 10−23

hum 51.1 1.85 27.6 3.42 × 10−16

Another important factor in regression analysis is R2 (coefficient of determination),
which is defined as the ratio of the variance of the independent variables that have been
accounted for by all the independent variables in the model to the total variance of the
independent variables. When R2 converges to the unit value of 1, it indicates a good fit
between this parameter and the response. The R2 values of the response parameters (η
and ∆P) were 0.998 and 0.999, respectively, indicating that the established linear equation
had a high optimization effect. Regression analysis was performed using SPSS software to
obtain a mathematical model based on eight parameters, D, Hcy, Dc, Hc, hv, αv, he, and hum,
and to predict the separation efficiency and pressure drop. The regression equations are
shown in Equation (10) and Equation (11), respectively. To further verify the accuracy of the
regression equation, the predicted values of the regression equation were compared with
the simulated values shown in Figure 7. The comparison results showed that the predicted
values were in good agreement with the experimental values, and in the correspondence
between the residual values and the predicted values of the regression equation, the residual
values showed an irregular distribution, which indicated that the calculation results were
good. As shown in Table 9, the calculated separation efficiency and pressure drop of the
optimal separation efficiency and optimal pressure drop combination with the original
structure were compared with the predicted values of the regression equation. The results
show that the separation efficiency of the optimal separation efficiency combination was
improved by 98.7% compared with the original structure, and the maximum prediction
error of the regression equation was 3.1%. The optimal pressure drop combination reduced
the pressure drop by 42.8% compared to the original structure, and the maximum prediction
error of the regression equation was 3.6%.

η = 20.575− 0.093D− 0.020Hcy + 0.051Dc + 0.036Hc + 0.207hv − 0.214αv + 0.108he + 0.175hum (10)

∆P = 44264− 24.831D− 15.073Hcy − 34.733Dc + 24.846Hc − 133.490hv − 151.340αv + 61.236he + 51.070hum (11)
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Table 9. Optimal combination of separation efficiency and pressure drop.

Simulation Value of
Separation Efficiency (%)

Prediction Value of
Separation Efficiency (%)

Simulation Value of
Pressure Drop (Pa)

Prediction Value of
Pressure Drop (Pa)

The original structure 23.28 23.42 26,157 26,188
Optimal structure for
separation efficiency 46.25 47.68 28,294 28,923

Optimal structure for
pressure drop 21.61 20.96 14,951 14,420

The parameters of the guide vane and the diameters of the cylinder section and the
cone section, which have a greater influence on the separation performance and pressure
drop, were selected for analysis. The performance parameters and the variable surfaces
are shown in Figure 8. As the guide vane angle increases, the separation efficiency of the
cyclone separator becomes smaller and the pressure drop decreases; as the guide vane
height increases, the separation efficiency increases and the pressure drop decreases; as
the cylinder diameter increases, the separation efficiency decreases and the pressure drop
also decreases; as the cone diameter increases, the separation efficiency increases and the
pressure drop decreases.
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4.4. Multi-Objective Optimization

The previous paper is based on statistical principles, using the trend and variance
analysis of the influence of factors on a single inspection target to obtain a preliminary
optimization scheme. This analysis method is more systematic and scientific. However, in
the actual multi-objective optimization problem, it is often necessary to account for changes
in the objectives and conduct a systematic analysis to obtain the highest possible benefits
with the lowest possible comprehensive consumption, and then determine a more relevant
optimization scheme. The larger the ratio between the efficiency class objective and the
energy consumption class objective, the better the optimization scheme. The concept of
relative separation efficiency was introduced, which was expressed by η’, as shown in the
following equation:

η′ =
η

η0
(12)

where η is the separation efficiency obtained from the test and η0 is the separation efficiency
of the original structure.

The concept of relative pressure drop was also introduced and expressed by ∆P′, as
shown in the following equation:

∆P′ =
∆P
∆P0

(13)

where ∆P is the pressure drop obtained from the simulation and ∆P0 is the pressure drop
of the original structure.

Among the two objectives to be investigated in the comprehensive analysis, the relative
separation efficiency η′ compared to the original structure belongs to the benefit target
and the relative pressure drop ∆P′ belongs to the energy consumption target. This was
expressed in terms of the energy-efficiency factor, σ, as shown in the following equation:

σ =
η′

∆P′
(14)

The σ values were calculated separately for each test group, and the SNRs are shown
in Table 5. From Table 10, it can be seen that the three factors that have the greatest influence
on the σ value are the guide vane height (hv), the cone diameter (Dc) and the cylinder
diameter (D). The surface plot of the performance parameters and variables analyzing the
influence of the three factors on the σ value is shown in Figure 9. As the height of the guide
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vanes (hv) and the cone diameter (Dc) increase, the σ value increases accordingly; as the
cylinder diameter (D) decreases, the σ value also decreases accordingly.

Table 10. The average SNR response table for σ.

Level D
(mm)

Hcy
(mm)

Dc
(mm)

Hc
(mm)

hv
(mm)

αv
(◦)

he
(mm)

hum
(mm)

1 1.646 1.086 −0.462 0.910 −0.720 1.174 0.773 0.589
2 0.929 0.972 0.926 0.907 0.954 1.122 0.789 0.975
3 0.274 0.790 2.384 1.031 2.613 0.552 1.286 1.285

Delta 1.372 0.296 2.846 0.124 3.333 0.622 0.513 0.696
Rank 3 7 2 8 1 5 6 4
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Figure 9. The influence of guide vane height (hv), cone section diameter (Dc), and cylinder section
diameter (D) on σ.

The regression analysis was performed using SPSS software, and a mathematical
model based on the parameters D, Hcy, Dc, Hc, hv, αv, he and hum was obtained with an R2

of 0.974. The regression analysis is reported in Table 11. D, Dc, hv, αv, he, and hum had a
significant effect on the response values, and Hcy and Hc did not have a significant effect
on the response values. The established regression equation is shown in Equation (15). As
shown in Figure 10, the predicted values agree well with the experimental values, and
the residual values are scattered and show irregular distribution. The established linear
equation has a high optimization effect and can thus be used to predict the separation
efficiency and pressure drop.

σ = 1.19× 10−2 − 2.87× 10−3D− 1.20× 10−4Hcy + 3.68× 10−3Dc + 3.53× 10−4Hc + 1.44× 10−2hv
−1.71× 10−3αv + 1.72× 10−3he + 4.36× 10−3hum

(15)
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Table 11. Regression analysis for factors on σ.

Predictor Coef SE Coef T p

Constant 1.19 × 10−2 1.57 × 10−1 0.0757 9.40 × 10−1

D −2.86 × 10−3 3.21 × 10−4 −8.95 4.82 × 10−8

Hcy −1.20 × 10−4 9.62 × 10−5 −1.25 2.27 × 10−1

Dc 3.68 × 10−3 1.92 × 10−4 19.1 2.06 × 10−13

Hc 3.53 × 10−4 2.40 × 10−4 1.47 1.60 × 10−1

hv 1.44 × 10−2 6.41 × 10−4 22.4 1.30 × 10−14

αv −1.71 × 10−3 6.41 × 10−4 −2.66 1.59 × 10−2

he 1.72 × 10−3 4.81 × 10−4 3.58 2.14 × 10−3

hum 4.36 × 10−3 9.62 × 10−4 4.53 2.58 × 10−4
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The optimal value of the regression equation was solved using the linprog function
in MATLAB R2018a software. The larger the value of σ, the better. The lower and upper
limits were set to 220, 641, 100, 202, 45, 15, 91, 58 and 280, 841, 200, 282, 75, 45, 131, 78,
respectively. The optimal solution was calculated to be σ = 1.7595, at which time the values
of the independent variables were 220, 641, 200, 282, 75, 15, 131, 78. The comprehensive
optimal combination was the same as the optimal separation efficiency combination.

4.5. Improved and Original Structure Comparison

The comprehensive optimal combination parameters were applied to the cyclone
separator, and the optimized model is shown in Figure 11, where the cyclone separator is
narrower and smaller, the cylinder and cone joints are smoother, and the guide vane angle
is inclined and the height is taller. The simulated value of the cyclone separator was in
good agreement with the predicted value of the equation, with an error of 5.5%. Under the
optimal structural parameters, the improved structure increases the separation efficiency
by 98.7% compared to the original structure, while the pressure drop only increases by
8.2%. The calculation results for substituting this comprehensive optimal combination into
the high-pressure polyethylene process are shown in Table 12. Separators D1~4 were all
improved, resulting in a separation efficiency which indicated that 2194 L of oligomers
could be separated in one quarter and 8775 L could be separated in one year. The total
separation efficiency of the six cyclone separators could thus reach 91.1%, which is 17.7%
higher than the separation efficiency achieved by the original structure, which was 77.4%.
Additionally, the improved structure could effectively reduce the required frequency of
filter cleaning.
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Table 12. Separation status after optimization of the high-pressure polyethylene process.

Device Number B C D1 D2 D3 D4

Separation efficiency (%) 36.73 28.24 47.68 33.23 26.56 23.66
Import mass flow rate (kg/s) 2.48 × 10−4 1.57 × 10−4 1.12 × 10−4 5.88 × 10−5 3.93 × 10−5 2.88 × 10−5

Separating mass flow rate (kg/s) 9.09 × 10−5 4.42 × 10−5 5.36 × 10−5 1.95 × 10−5 1.04 × 10−5 6.82 × 10−6

Separation volume flow (L/h) 0.44 0.22 0.26 0.10 0.05 0.03
One quarter’s worth of oligomer

content (L) 2408 1523.58 1093.35 572.04 381.95 280.51

One quarter’s worth of
separation volume (L) 884.42 430.23 521.31 190.09 101.45 66.37

Figure 12 shows the pressure contour of the original structure and that of the improved
structure. The results show that the pressure was distributed in a V-shape along the radial
direction, and the cyclone separator showed good symmetry in terms of overall pressure
distribution, with a low-pressure zone at the center. This is due to the presence of a highly
intensified forced vortex due to the high vortex velocity. The maximum pressure of the
original structure of the cyclone separator was located in the cylinder wall area, and the
pressure decreased gradually from the cylinder wall to the exhaust pipe. The maximum
pressure of the improved cyclone separator structure was located in the channel in front
of the guide vane, followed by the wall area, and the pressure decreased gradually from
the cylinder wall to the exhaust pipe. This is because when the mixed medium enters the
cyclone tangentially, it is subject to the reaction force of the circular wall of the cyclone
separator and generates vortex. As the angle of the guide vanes of the improved structure
becomes smaller, the axial force generated when its feed fluid hits the wall of the guide
vanes also becomes smaller, resulting in the highest pressure in the channel, which was also
the main reason for the high pressure drop of the improved structure compared with that
of the original structure. After the feed fluid passes through the guide vane, the pressure
distribution in the cyclone separator was similar to that of the original structure, and
the pressure decreased from the cylinder wall to the center of the cyclone separator. The
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decrease of the cylinder diameter and the increase of the cone diameter smoothed out the
area where the cylinder and cone made contact, which helped to reduce the pressure drop.
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Figure 12 shows the tangential and axial velocity distribution contours for the two
cyclone separators. The radial distribution of tangential velocity and axial velocity is shown
in Figure 13, where R is the radius of the cylinder of the corresponding structure and r is the
radial position. The positions of the three lines selected in the radial direction are shown
in Figure 11, where the positions P0 (P0

′) and P1 (P1
′) trisect the height of the cylinder,

the position P2 is the contact area of the cylinder and cone, and the lengths of all three
lines are the diameters of the cylinders. Since the wall was set as a no-slip wall boundary
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condition (the fluid has zero relative velocity at the wall), and the original structure and the
improved structure were different here, the velocity is zero in some areas on Figure 13c,f.
In a centrifugal separator, the separation efficiency is mainly affected by the centrifugal
force, which is mainly related to the tangential velocity, and the centrifugal force generated
in the cyclone separator is greater when there is a larger tangential velocity. The larger
centrifugal force allows more droplets to hit against the wall, thus increasing the collection
of the liquid phase. Therefore, the tangential velocity magnitude in the cyclone separator is
very important for separation efficiency. The maximum tangential velocity of the original
structure occurs in the bottom area of the exhaust pipe of the cyclone separator, and the
maximum tangential velocity of the improved structure occurs in the flow channel of the
guide vanes. This is because the guide vane angle and guide vane height are optimized
so that the mixed media has a higher tangential velocity after flowing through the flow
channel, and thus the mixed media has a higher tangential velocity for separation in the
cylinder. The tangential velocities of the two forms were in good symmetry. From the
tangential velocity distribution of the two cyclone separators in Figure 13, both tangential
velocities have an M-shaped distribution, with lower tangential velocity at the center,
gradually increasing tangential velocity in the region of 0 ≤ |R′| < 2/3R, and decreasing
tangential velocity in the region of 2/3R ≤ |R′| < R for both.
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In order to compare the axial velocity of the different structure forms, it was specified
that the axial velocity values are positive along the axis downward with the positive
direction and negative along the axis upward with the negative direction. From the axial
velocity contour in Figure 12, it can be seen that both cyclone structures show relatively
good symmetry, and the maximum axial velocity of both structures is in a small area near
the outer wall of the exhaust pipe, which is because a small amount of mixed medium
will escape directly from here along the exhaust pipe. From Figure 13, the axial velocity
is smaller from the wall of the cylinder to the position near the central axis, and it has an
M-shaped distribution. At the same cross-sectional position, the axial velocity increased
and then decreased along the radial direction from the center to the wall. This is due to
the existence of upstream flow and downstream flow in the separator. Numerically, the
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velocity of the upstream flow was greater than that of the downstream flow, which is due to
the upstream flow flowing to the exhaust pipe. When the fluid flows through the exhaust
pipe, the flow area decreases, resulting in an increase in its velocity. In the downflow region,
the maximum axial velocity was close to the side wall, and its size gradually decreased
as the axial position decreased. In the original structure, the phenomenon of large axial
velocity and asymmetric distribution of axial velocity in the cone section was also observed
in some areas of the cone wall, as evidenced in Figure 13f, indicating that the structural
ratio of the cylinder section to the cone section affected the stability of the axial velocity
in this area. The improved structure did not have this phenomenon, which indicates that
the structural ratio of the cylinder and cone sections of the improved structure was more
conducive to the smooth flow of fluid in this area.

5. Conclusions

The Taguchi design method was used to optimize the structural design of the cyclone
separator, and the best mathematical equations for the two response parameters (η and
∆P) and the equation for the energy-efficiency factor, σ, were fitted. The numerical simula-
tion method, Taguchi method, and multi-objective optimization method were applied to
investigate the effects of eight structural parameters on the separation performance of the
high-pressure polyethylene cyclone separator. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) For the separation efficiency, the influencing factors were, in order of priority: guide
vane angle > guide vane height > cone diameter > cylinder diameter > exhaust pipe
extension length > cylinder height > umbrella structure height > cone height. The
optimal parameter levels for separation efficiency were taken as: cylinder diameter at
220 mm, cylinder height at 641 mm, cone diameter at 200 mm, cone height at 282 mm,
guide vane height at 75 mm, guide vane angle at 15◦, exhaust pipe extension length
at 131 mm, and umbrella structure height at 78 mm. The optimal combination for
separation efficiency improved the separation efficiency by 98.7% compared with that
of the original structure. The mathematical equations for separation efficiency and the
eight parameters were also obtained and predicted with a maximum error of 3.1%.

(2) For the pressure drop, the influencing factors were, in order of priority: guide vane
angle > guide vane height > cone diameter > cylinder length > exhaust pipe extension
length > cone height > cylinder diameter > umbrella structure height. The optimal
parameter levels for pressure drop were taken as: cylinder diameter at 280 mm,
cylinder height at 841 mm, cone diameter at 200 mm, cone height at 202 mm, guide
vane height at 75 mm, guide vane angle at 45◦, exhaust pipe extension length at 91 mm,
and umbrella structure height at 58 mm. The optimal pressure drop combination
reduced the pressure drop by 42.8% compared with that of the original structure.
The mathematical equations for pressure drop and the eight parameters were also
obtained and predicted, and the maximum error of the predicted value was 3.6%.

(3) An energy-efficiency factor was defined and used to reduce the multi-objective op-
timization problem and achieve a higher separation efficiency and lower pressure
drop. The guide vane height, cone diameter, and cylinder diameter had the greatest
influence on the comprehensive performance of the cyclone separator and the com-
prehensive optimal combination was the same as the optimal separation efficiency
combination. The improved structure increased the separation efficiency by 98.7%
compared to the original structure, while the pressure drop increased by only 8.2%.
When the improved structure was applied in the high-pressure polyethylene process,
the separation efficiency reached 91.1%, which was 17.7% higher than that of the
original structure, which could thus effectively reduce the frequency of filter cleaning
and greatly improve the production efficiency. The mathematical equations of the
energy-efficiency factor and the eight parameters were also obtained and predicted,
and the simulated values of the improved structure were in good agreement with the
predicted values, with a relative error within 5.5%.
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Although the proposed improved structure is effective in the relevant operating and
physical parameters of the cyclone separator in the high-pressure polyethylene process, it
may not be capable of achieving this effect under other process conditions. The cyclone
separator behaves differently under different physical and operating conditions. Therefore,
more work can be done on the applicability of the cyclone separator equipment to study
the range of process parameters to which the cyclone separator can be adapted.
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Nomenclature
General symbols
d Inlet diameter (mm)
D Cylinder diameter (mm)
Db Bottom flow pipe diameter (mm)
Dc Cone diameter (mm)
De Exhaust pipe diameter (mm)
Dij Stress diffusion
dk Particle diameter (µm)
H Total height of the cyclone separator (mm)
Hb Bottom flow pipe height (mm)
Hc Cone height (mm)
Hcy Cylinder height (mm)
he Exhaust pipe extension length (mm)
hum Umbrella structure height (mm)
hv Guide vane height (mm)
mk Mass flow rate of k-sized oligomers in the feed
nk Number of k-sized particles captured per unit of time
Pij Shear production
Qm Mass flow rate of oligomers
Qv Volume flow rate of oligomers
R Cylinder radius of the corresponding structure
r Radial position
ui Time-averaged fluid velocity i (m/s)
u′i Fluctuating velocity to direction i (m/s)
u′ Sub-grid scale velocity (m/s)
Y Response variable
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Greek symbols
αv Guide vane angle (◦)
βum Umbrella structure angle (mm)
δij Kronecker delta
∆P Pressure drop (Pa)
∆P′ Relative pressure drop (Pa)
εij Source term
η Separation efficiency
η′ Relative separation efficiency
µ Viscosity (kg/m.s)
ρ Gas density (kg/m3)
ρo Oligomer density (kg/m3)
σ Energy-efficiency factor
µt Eddy viscosity (kg/m.s)
Φij Pressure-strain
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